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PARK AND RIDE LOT DEVELOPMENT/EXPANSION
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Contact:  If you should have any trouble with these worksheets please contact Matt Galbraith (517) 335-2938.
Line No.
Description of Data Item/Formula
VOC
NOx
CO
PM2.5
1
Number of spaces (all lots combined)
2
Percent of spaces occupied (on average day)		
3
Number of cars parked (at all lots)=L1*L2
4
Estimated total VMT diverted each day from driving alone (miles/day)
5
Average trip length=L4/L3 (miles)
6
Speed for emissions factor (mph)(use local St. speed to simulate congested 
7
Emissions factor for assumed speed (light duty gas vehicles) (g/mi)
8
Total change in emissions=L4*L7 (grams/day)      [(-)=Reduction; (+)=Increase]
9
Comparative purpose only: Conversion to Tons/Year=(L10*.0011Tons)*240 
10
Total change in emissions=L8/1000g (Kg/day)
11
Project design life in years
12
Total project cost (CMAQ plus Match) ($)
13
Emission change over the life of the project=L9*L11 (Tons/Life)
14
Emission change over the life of the project =(L10*240)*L11 (Kg/Life)
15
Cost per Ton over the life of the project=(L12/L13) ($/Tons/Life)
16
Cost per Kilogram over the life of the project=(L12/L14) ($/Kg/Life)
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